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How to build soas on a Mac.  (the Intel Mac version)

Warning: these instructions have not been vetted. They are far from fool-proof. You should probably read all the instructions first, and make a back up of any system library (such as those in /usr/lib) that you may be tempted to move. You need to know when files/directories are actually symbolic links. Anything you type after sudo better be quite right. I do not recommend using a sudo shell or (or su). I often omit sudo for a command just to see what will happen. I also use tar -t to see where the contents of a tar ball are going. If you choose not to take such pre-cautions... the outcome had better be to your liking.

--------------------
Assumptions:
--------------------
You should install some version of Xcode (Apple's Developer's Tools -- register and login at http://developer.apple.com/products/membership.html  -- scroll down for the free membership). This provides gcc, as well as a really cool Developer's "sandbox" to build against. These instructions are driven by the need to build a portable binaries for soas and greg. If you don't want to incorporate static (portable) libraries ... then certain compiler flags can be omitted.  Xcode is a very large download (over 2 GB).

Though this is optional as well, I recommend modifying the Apple environment by removing the sym link to /usr/local/lib in /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk/usr/local/  and replacing it with an actual lib directory (into which I install certain libs). 

You need to install gfortran for your operating system. Obtain the correct tarball for your system and install as instructed. 

 I also placed the static library files from that tarball into /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk/usr/local/lib, though I am not sure that was necessary or even helpful. Note that this assumes you removed the symlink and replaced it with a directory. If not, then you are messing things up in the real /usr/local/lib (again, these instructions have not been vetted. They are far from fool-proof).

Alternatively, you can compile gfortran from source. I thought of doing so to bring back support for 10.3., but I soon realized that sorting out all the math libraries was going to be a real mess. 

For that matter you can get gcc from someplace other than Apple's Developer's tools (but I have not done so).

Anyway, I obtained my gfortran from gcc.gnu.org this time.


--------------------
For older versions of GILDAS (such as Nov05a)
--------------------

You may need to edit the file admin/Makefile.def (note: it is read only by default).

CPPFLAGS =  
FLDFLAGS = -static-libgfortran -static-libgcc -mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk
CLDFLAGS = -mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk
FFLAGS =  -mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk
CFLAGS = -c -mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk

The "static" flags avoid linking to libraries that another system might not have. The -static-libgcc flag was a bit of a surprise, since libgcc is found in MacOS X by default, but gfortran also installs its own version and linking to gives an error when running the binaries on another mac. This issue may vary depending on which version of gfortran is being used, however.

note that the -c flag is probably required for the gcc compiler, regardless of whether you choose to use the other flags. The other flags are designed to use the files in the Developer directories instead of your system's operating system files. This has many advantages (you don't break your OS when trying to debug library problems and customizations to your own system don't become pre-requisites for some other machine that you try to run the binaries on).

I also had to insert an entry later in the file (at the the end of the system-specific compiler setup, right before the # Misc. section). 
ifeq ($(COMP_SYSTEM),powerpc-darwin-gfortran)
  CP = cp -fr
  CPP = cpp
  GLOBAL_CPPFLAGS = -P -traditional -C -DDARWIN='darwin' -DIEEE="ieee" -DGFORTRAN="gfortran" -DBITS64="bits64"
  CC = gcc
  GLOBAL_CFLAGS = $(GAG_INC_FLAGS) -c -O -pipe -Ddarwin -Dunderscore
  FC = gfortran
  GLOBAL_FFLAGS = -I$(incdir) -O -pipe -fno-range-check -fno-backslash -fno-second-underscore
  LIB_EXT = a
  LINEAR = lapack
endif

The "powerpc" label is a lie. The configuration scripts don't detect the processor type correctly, so I simply entered flags appropriate for my 64-bit Intel processor. If you indeed have a PowerPC processor, then a line needs to be changed:

 GLOBAL_CPPFLAGS = -P -traditional -C -DDARWIN='darwin' -DEEEI="eeei" -DGFORTRAN="gfortran" 

(the difference is subtle in syntax, but is a critical specification of how each type of processor processes a byte).

Remember you may need to "make clean" if you later find and fix an error in compiler set up!

(numbers before commands are from my history -- they mean nothing except that I didn't take the time to delete them).

The commands used:

 565  vi admin/Makefile.def 

(make the corrections noted above. The file is read-only, but the w! command in vi will override).

 566  source admin/gildas-env.sh -c gfortran
 567  export PNG_PRESENT="no"

PNG is found in an Mac OS 10.5 lib, but it didn't seem to work at compile time. So I am overriding the setup.

 568  make >& make.output&

 581  make install >& makeinstall.out &

(the make install process will take a while -- it is not just file copying, but rather more compilation). Saving output is optional, but it contains instructions on locations of certain files..


Your gildas libs are in ../gildas-exe-nov05a/powerpc-darwin-gfortran/lib

and the greg binary is ../gildas-exe-nov05a/powerpc-darwin-gfortran/bin/greg


--------------------
Compiling newer gildas distributions (e.g. April2010)
--------------------

I have had mixed results compiling newer versions of Gildas and linking soas to them. Dec2009 sources failed to detect the processor type correctly, which led to some issues, and I gave up on it. The Dec2008 of the source had other issues when compiling on a PowerPC mac (but I was able to work them out by manually editing certain Makefiles). The resulting soas binaries were quite large and "quirky". These instructions are not quite up to date, since I settled on using a Nov2005 version of Gildas for the most part.

 504  tar -xzvf gildas-src-apr10c.tar.gz 
 505  ls
 506  cd gildas-src-apr10c


 523  export GAG_FFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk/"
 524  export GAG_CFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk/"

You  should not have to specify these flags for  the linker (LDFLAGS) as they will be passed automatically. The pre-compiler (CPPFLAGS) also does not take them (it fails with them, if I recall correctly). 

Looking back at it, this command may also be necessary, though:

 export GAG_FLDFLAGS = -static-libgfortran -static-libgcc -mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk


 535  source admin/gildas-env.sh -c gfortran
 536  export PNG_PRESENT="no"

PNG is found in an 10.5 lib, but I have not had much luck with that.

Probably should consider setting python to no (-o python=no?), but I am curious where this may lead.


  537  make >& make.output&

(success?)

make install


--------------------
READLINE 6
--------------------

The instructions here assume you want static libs for building portable soas binaries and that you are going to install them into the Developer's "sandbox."

tar -xzvf readline-6.1.tar.gz

619  cd readline-6.1

 628  ./configure --enable-shared=no --enable-static=yes --prefix=/Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk/usr/local/ CFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.3 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk"
  
629  make >& make.output&

(I run make install to see what is going to go where. Then I run with sudo so it will be able to do it).

 637  sudo make install

This puts the libraries in the Developer's sandbox.

--------------------
SCALC 0.2.1
--------------------
(much like readline)

648  cd scalc-0.2.1
651  ./configure --enable-shared=no --enable-static=yes --prefix=/Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.4u.sdk/usr/local/ CFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk" CXXFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk" FFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.3 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk" F77=gfortran

  652  make >& make.output&

655  sudo make install


--------------------
SOAS 3.7.2
--------------------
A small problem:
The Apple OS libreadline functionality is provided by
/usr/lib/libreadline.dylib -> libedit.2.dylib

Configuration of soas will probably not find readline support, and even if it does, compilation will fail if libedit is used. The simplest solution is to relocate /usr/lib/libedit.2.dylib (or possibly just remove the link). 

***********************************************************************
WARNING: if you do not put things in /usr/lib/ back in place before you reboot, you will have to boot from another volume (use the system install disk, or else use your now broken Mac in firewire target mode). 

This is why I most strongly recommend using the sandbox! Relocating /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk/usr/lib/libedit.2.dylib should have no effect on your Mac's ability to boot. 
**********************************************************

Note : There is a configure option for specifying the location of libreadline.a. It does not seem to help:

checking for rl_completion_matches in -l/Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.4u.sdk/usr/local/lib/libreadline.a... no
configure: WARNING: readline not found, there will be no automatic completion

I suspect that the test script tries to compile a short program, but it still finds libedit.2.dylib first and gets confused. I gave up on trying to put libreadline.a in every conceivable location and just relocated libedit.2.dylib. Again, if you are compiling against your system's /usr/lib ... you have been warned what will happen if you forget to put things back.

Get the soas source code:

tar -xzvf soas-3.7.2.tar.gz

cd soas-3.7.2

There are two things to watch for:

In source/soas_plot.f there may be a call to a program called psresize. This is not installed on a Mac.

Look for the following bit of code:

 else
         call soas_system("psresize -pa4 soas_tmp.ps | lp")
c         call soas_system("lp soas_tmp.ps")
      endif

The "c" is a comment marker. It needs to be moved:

 else
c         call soas_system("psresize -pa4 soas_tmp.ps | lp")
          call soas_system("lp soas_tmp.ps")
      endif

Also, if you do make changes to the code and try to re-compile, another file can become corrupted. The contents of svn_version.h should look like:

#define SVN_REVISION "90210"

The part in quotes is arbitrary and might be "UNKNOWN". However, if the file is blank or starts with an extraneous -n before the #, then compilation will fail. The solution is to edit the file by hand (or else edit some Makefiles to call /bin/echo -n instead of echo -n, or else make the compilation scripts use bash and not  sh).

If the source code is ready to go, then:

./configure --with-browser=open --prefix=$HOME --with-gildas-dir=/Users/khoke/code/gildas-exe-nov05a/powerpc-darwin-gfortran/lib CFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk" CXXFLAGS="-mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk" FFLAGS="-static-libgfortran -static-libgcc -mmacosx-version-min=10.5 -isysroot /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.5.sdk" F77=gfortran

make 

make install

The soas binary will be in ~/bin/

--------------------
Miscellaneous:
--------------------
This error message (associated with some versions of gfortran) does not  appear to be important:
ld warning: can't find atom for N_GSYM stabs options:G(0,23)=(0,24)=s56stdin_unit:(0,8),0,32;stdout_unit:(0,8),32,32;stderr_unit:(0,8),64,32;optional_plus:(0,8),96,32;locus:(0,8),128,32;separator_len:(0,8),160,32;separator:(0,5),192,32;use_stderr:(0,8),224,32;all_unbuffered:(0,8),256,32;unbuffered_preconnected:(0,8),288,32;default_recl:(0,8),320,32;fpe:(0,8),352,32;dump_core:(0,8),384,32;backtrace:(0,8),416,32;; in /Developer/SDKs/MacOSX10.4u.sdk/usr/local/lib//libgfortran.a(environ.o)


I had no luck compiling Gildas for compatibility with 32-bit intel processors. Gildas building involves compiling binaries to assist with compilation of the actual gildas suite. I suspect an overzealous script was balking at attempts to force a 32-bit build (with compiler flags), but I did not put much effort into it. After all, the PowerPC binaries still work on older hardware and Mac OS 10.4. This includes the few older intel Macs that used a 32-bit processor.

Download soas source and scalc from same site (http://bip.cnrs-mrs.fr/bip06/software.html). Download latest Readline library (http://tiswww.case.edu/php/chet/readline/rltop.html). Download an appropriate gfortran compiler. I used the gfortran from gnu.gcc.org, but I have also used gfortran-leopard-ppc-bin.tar.gz from http://hpc.sourceforge.net/. I am using the Nov 05 gildas sources (no longer on their website) -- the reasons for this choice are probably historical.

If you insist on modifying your operating system:

sudo cp -p /usr/lib/libedit.2.dylib ~/
sudo rm /usr/lib/libedit.2.dylib

Don't forget at some point when you are all done (or else!):

sudo cp -p ~/libedit.2.dylib /usr/lib/



